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About This Game

The Ball is a first person action-adventure game featuring a full single-player experience built on Epic’s Unreal™ Engine 3
technology. As a swashbuckling archaeologist working on the slopes of a dormant volcano somewhere in Mexico, you get stuck
in a cavern. It doesn’t take long before you realize this is more than just a cave. You reveal ancient ruins that have been hidden
from outsiders for centuries and discover a mysterious artifact, a gold and metal shelled Ball. As you progress towards solving
the mystery of this amazing place you must unlock the secrets of the Ball and learn to control this ancient artifact. Venturing

deeper into the volcano, you reveal some of mankind’s greatest secrets and you will start to encounter not just puzzles and traps,
but also various strange creatures – the guardians of this mystery. These creatures have to be overcome, using only the Ball to

defend you.

Key Features

8 hours of single-player adventure

Game mechanics that are very simple to pick up, immersing the user in the physics-based gameplay right from the start

8 huge levels to explore

Includes bonus Survival game mode, with 4 additional levels

Wide range of enemies to overcome, including mummies and an undead gorilla
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Unique vehicles – an underground train and the mysterious “Ball Chariot”

35 secrets hidden away to be discovered, as well as multiple achievements for the player to earn

Steamworks™ features including achievements and leaderboards
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Title: The Ball
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Teotl Studios
Publisher:
Tripwire Interactive
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2010
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English,Danish,Dutch,French,German,Italian,Swedish
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Confusing, graphically sterile, and a desperate cash grab.. Everspace is not a bad game, but it's NOT a dogfighter. It's a 3D First
person\/third person shooter. It controls exactly like those games by freely allowing you to move in any direction including
strafing and moving in reverse. The game expects you to control that way.. game. no new and innovative items. bugs. bugs.
aaand its just boring.. I find this game very fun,
It's the kind of game you play when your bored or having a rough day and just want to play god for a bit.
And though there are many features that have issues and bugs are sprining up there are easy ways around them.
My personal least favorite thing is the totorial it barely even brushes the top of what this game about and the stuff it does tell
you is very vauge.
My personal suggestion to the game makers is to stop adding new stuff and work on the stuff they already have (AI sucks)
this would make it not only easier for new players to enjoy the game and really learn the game mechanics but it would make a
better experience for those you have hundreds of hours on record

(the only reason i'm saying that is becuase i got confused on what the number of chikens meant and wound up putting it to 0 in
other words i whiped out my entire population of chikens, people died, thought fish might help, got to point with only two peeps
when total could have been 14, zombies came... soldiers = 0 yeah that kinda sucked but now i know betta! ^^*pun
intended*)(Game is in beta)

so bugs aside lets get on to all the cool, cute, awesome stuff in this game

~God Game
i mean who doesn't love these????????

~Simple Controls
It's a click game...

~Cute Characters
Even the zombies are put in this cute art style!

~Veriety
Tons of stuff to do

~Survival Sandbox
Pretty much...

~Cheap
only $4 for all this content? sign me up!

~Beta
It's only in beta. You know what that means? It can only growand get better!!!!!
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~Thoughtful Creators
These guys are willing to do anything to make sure you have a good experience with their game

~Open Concept
This game has so much to offer and so much room to grow it's kind of like minecraft in that i doubt they'll ever stop updating
and adding new things to make game play that much more awesome i can't wait to see where the creators will take this
game!!!!!!!!!!!!

---Gaming Artist
"Anyone can conquer life they simply just have to believe and have the right tools, for me that's a Wacom pen and pad, a mouse
and laptop, and an XBOX 360 with controler." ---Gaming Artist. OKIDOKI

Here's what i've gathered after extensive play testing during the free weekend period. PC keybindings work! except that you
have to edit the 'input.ini' file so you can assign WASD if you prefer or even arrow keys. It's a bit tricky though because move
left is actually named move right in the file and differentiated by a -1.0 value.

Also the camera switch function does work except that the default is 'Tab' not Left-Control as indicated in the keybinding
screen. Finally yay REPLAY EXISTS! except that it seems to exist only in dirt tracks and only sometimes even in the
same track. You can't control the replay though. Will update if there's any change.

Crashing while using Metrics overlay of the AMD GPU driver in full-screen mode has so far been avoided by using
720p resolution.

So i'm finally buying it and the revised score is 7\/10 because there is still the under performing GPU issue and the
inability to use Chill mode of the GPU driver to limit fps to 30 in the menus or when the game is minimized. However
this can be alleviated somewhat by enabling the Power Efficiency mode in the GPU driver, unsure though because
maybe it's due to my use of 720p resolution.

The replay seems to be an AI mashup of my best moments:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/kLHaPhGHN1o

Trying out the cockpit cam:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/wr3wuQO-BTw. it is a very good game, have good graphics, a great art direction, has a voice actor, and very
challenging, and last: VERY CHEAP!! I LOVED IT. got the route and 8f pack but the V2 is no there to be seen
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Very good game !. One of the better Hidden Object and Point & Click games.
It's not too short (like a lot of them are).
Loads of well-made HO scenes.
A few puzzles you most likely haven't encountered before in other games alike.
Beautiful artwork.. Really easy to use music creation software... but!!! It keeps cashing for no apparent reasons... and i can't find
another music software that offers me as much as this one, so i'll keep it because i need it... You're warned if you're looking to
buy this.

Just make sure you create a couple backups for every tracks you create. That or learn it the hard way.. Completed within an hour
on the first playthrough, with little effort or thought for tactics etc. For the price it's not too bad but really I expected a lot
more.. This game has a score for distance *and* a score for hitting deer. It has a single piece of music that wouldn't be entirely
out of place in an 80s ski movie. It's called "Fancy Skiing VR". It contains wonky English. You'll look like you're doing pelvic
thrusts while playing. I enjoy these things way more than I should, and I'm having a blast playing it in short spurts.

As far as being a ski game, I wouldn't exactly call it exquisitely visually realistic or hugely varied like some other ski games, but
you can see that in the trailer. More importantly to me, *this* game has controls which are well-suited to its arcadey nature, and
pretty good in general, given the current state of VR. One could go further by sitting in a swivel chair with Lighthouse markers
strapped to your feet or something, but that's not possible at the moment. Maybe something could be done with planting poles
for sharper turns, but that's not necessary given the current nature of this game, and it might end up causing disorientation. Here,
it's simple head-tilting to steer, trigger to jump the fences, and actual ski pole thrusting to get going on the flats!

Might be good to avoid if the trailer turns you off, but I'm glad I bought it.. It's a prototype, but it got cool ideas, need to try the
chapter games :O 7/10. 10/10
Still gaming on it, however, so far, the art is majestic, the music is sublime, and the story is enjoyable.
This is truly worth the adventure to The Amber Throne!. vvvveryniceee. Not bad game
\u2022Good HUD
\u2022Easy to play (comfortable controllings)
\u20222 game modes
\u2022Small price
\u2022Excellent time killer
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